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Introduction 
The State of Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT), Highways Division is currently conducting a 

Planning and Environmental Linkage (PEL) study for the Waimea Regional Safety Project. PEL is a 

community involved process for identifying issues and then incorporating them into the environmental 

process (i.e., compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act [NEPA]). In a PEL study, the 

community helps to identify the purpose and need, which will be used to guide the identification of 

alternatives to be analyzed in the NEPA document. The end product of the PEL process is a PEL Document.  

Tasks in the PEL process include the following:  

 Identify the problems that “Need” to be addressed. 

 Document those “Needs” with data. 

 Meet with federal, state, and county regulatory agencies, including but not necessarily limited to 

the following: 

o U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

o State of Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources 

o State of Hawaii Department of Health 

o State Historic Preservation Division 

o County of Hawaii Planning Department 

o County of Hawaii Department of Public Works 

o County of Hawaii Mass Transit Agency 

 Develop the “Purpose and Need” statement and gain community and agency consensus. 

 Identify “Alternatives” that meet the Purpose and Need. 

 Narrow Alternatives to a reasonable number (typically no more than three build alternatives).  

The topics identified for the community meetings are planned to complete the PEL process.  

 Meeting 1: Introduction to PEL and Discussion of Regional Setting and Needs 

 Meeting 2: Development of the Purpose and 

Need Statement 

 Meeting 3: Continue discussion on 

Community Needs and discuss ways to 

address those Needs with the resources and 

funding available 

 Meeting 4: Continue discussion on the 

identification of Alternatives and identify 

supporting and restraining forces 

 Meeting 5: Review conceptual engineering 

drawings of alternatives 

 Meeting 6: Narrow and prioritize Alternatives  
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The fifth community meeting included study team introductions by Ken Tatsuguchi of HDOT, a description 

of the purpose of the meeting by Cheryl Soon of SSFM, and two presentations followed by group 

discussion. In addition, State Senator Lorraine Inouye was in attendance and addressed the group.  

This report documents the meeting and is divided into three parts:  

 Part One: Presentation and Discussion on Complete Streets Treatments 

 Part Two: Presentation and Discussion on Bypass Options 

 Part Three: Written Comments 
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Part One: Presentation and Discussion on Complete Streets Treatments 
The first presentation described the walk audit that was held on April 22, 2019 and the potential projects 

that resulted from that event. A report on the walk audit was passed out as a handout and is posted on 

the project’s website. This part of the presentation was provided by Mike Packard of SSFM and focused 

on Complete Streets treatments that could be 

implemented in the Waimea town center. Four areas 

were the focus of the discussion: 

1. Kawaihae Road from Opelo Road to Lindsey 

Road 

2. Kawaihae Road at Lindsey Road 

3. Mamalahoa Highway at Lindsey Road 

4. Multimodal safety and access through town 

1) Kawaihae Road from Opelo Road to 

Lindsey Road 

a) Description 
The following improvements were offered and explained for the section of Kawaihae Road between 

Opelo Road and Lindsey Road:  

 Provide center turn lane 

 Add sidewalks and bikeways on both sides of the road 

 Add marked crosswalks at Opelo Road intersection 

 Add a gateway feature west of Opelo Road 

 All improvements are expected to remain in the existing right of way 

It is estimated that these improvements would cost approximately $3.5 million.  

b) Discussion 
The following comments were expressed with regard to the conceptual plan for Kawaihae Road between 

Opelo Road and Lindsey Road. 

 Don’t like the idea of trees because of maintenance and visibility 

 County always plants trees that produce rubbish (leaves, seeds) and have shallow roots that 

destroy the roads 

 Like the conceptual plan 

 Need a four-way stop at Opelo Road to reduce speed. Without it, there is concern that cars will 

not stop for pedestrians 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments were provided by the presenter, Mike Packard of SSFM: 

 The county is working to produce a tree list of appropriate trees to use in roadside landscaping  

 With appropriate species and planting strips, maintenance issues should be largely mitigated. 

 Unsure if four-way stop would be warranted at Opelo however additional crossing treatments 

could be added to improve pedestrian safety.  
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2) Kawaihae Road at Lindsey Road 

a) Description 
The following improvements were offered and explained for the Kawaihae Road and Lindsey Road 

intersection: 

 Change the intersection to a roundabout 

 Add sidewalks and bikeways 

 Add crosswalks 

It is estimated that these improvements would cost approximately $6.0 million. 

b) Discussion 
The following comments/questions were expressed with regard to the conceptual plan for the Kawaihae 

Road and Lindsey Road intersection:  

 It looks like the truck apron needs to be twice as wide 

 Need to be able to accommodate the largest trucks and buses 

 What are the safety advantages for roundabouts? 

 The amount of traffic at this intersection is much higher than that of Pahoa 

 Could do a two-lane roundabout, but that would be confusing and may not be comfortable to be 

in a passenger car side-by-side with a large truck or bus 

 Section of Lindsey Road, north of intersection, widens to two lanes but not shown on drawing. 
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c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments and questions were provided by the presenter, Mike Packard 

of SSFM: 

 Roundabouts are safer because they reduce vehicle speeds and have less vehicle/pedestrian 

conflict points than a signalized intersection.  

 The size of the truck apron needs to accommodate large trucks, but not encourage speeding by 

others. Details of the lane width, apron, and central island can be worked out in design however 

a 125’ inscribed diameter can accommodate a WB-67 semi-trailer truck. 

3) Mamalahoa Highway at Lindsey Road 

a) Description 

The following improvements were offered and explained for the Mamalahoa Highway and Lindsey Road 

intersection:  

 Add raised pedestrian islands 

 Reconfigure the lanes 

 Optimize signal timing 

 Add bicycle facilities 

It is estimated that these improvements would cost approximately $0.9 million. 
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b) Discussion 
The following comment was expressed with regard to the conceptual plan for the Mamalahoa Highway 

and Lindsey Road intersection:  

 Can you use bollards on pedestrian islands for safety? 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following response to the comments was provided by the presenter, Mike Packard of SSFM: 

 Bollards could be incorporated into the design if they still allow trucks to navigate the islands 

4) Multimodal Safety and Access through Town 

a) Description 
The following improvements were offered and explained to improve multimodal safety and access 

through town: 

 Roadway extensions to increase the roadway patterns and increase connectivity 

o Ala Ohia Road extension to Mamalahoa Highway 

o Ala Ohia Road extension to Kamamalu Street 

o Lindsey Road extension to Ala Ohia Road 

o Laikealoha Street extension to Lindsey Road extension 

 Add bicycle facilities 

o Mamalahoa Highway between Lindsey Road and Kamamalu Street 

o Shared Use Path between Kahawai Street and Church Road 
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 Waimea Stream Trail expansion from Mahua Street to Church Road, including adding wayfinding  

It is estimated that these improvements would have the following costs: 

 Bicycle facilities on Mamalahoa Highway: $5.3 million 

 Shared Use Path from Kahawai Street to Church Road: $9.7 million 

 Waimea Stream Trail expansion: $19 million 

The Waimea Town Center Infrastructure Improvements Draft Environmental Assessment1 notes that 

Parker Ranch proposes to develop various infrastructure improvements. This includes the noted roadway 

extensions, which are required to support the planned and approved build-out of its Waimea Town Center 

Project. Because these projects are committed to by others, cost estimates were not included in this PEL 

5 presentation.  

 

b) Discussion 
The following comments/questions were expressed with regard to the conceptual plan for multimodal 

safety and access through town:  

 What about safety from attackers on the Waimea Stream Trail? 

 There is an active walking school bus (i.e., group of children being walked to school by one or 

more adults) on the Waimea Stream Trail 

                                                           
1 PBR Hawaii, 2017. Waimea Town Center Infrastructure Improvements Draft Environmental Assessment. Prepared 
for Parker Ranch, Inc. Available online at: http://oeqc2.doh.hawaii.gov/EA_EIS_Library/2017-08-08-HA-DEA-
Waimea-Town-Center-Infrastructure-Improvements.pdf.  

http://oeqc2.doh.hawaii.gov/EA_EIS_Library/2017-08-08-HA-DEA-Waimea-Town-Center-Infrastructure-Improvements.pdf
http://oeqc2.doh.hawaii.gov/EA_EIS_Library/2017-08-08-HA-DEA-Waimea-Town-Center-Infrastructure-Improvements.pdf
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 There is a Jeep trail at Church Road that could serve as a trailhead for the expanded Waimea 

Stream Trail 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments and questions were provided by the presenter, Mike Packard 

of SSFM: 

 If you can bring more attention to the trail by attracting more users, then safety increases. 

5) General Comments Received During Complete Streets Discussion 
The following comments/questions were not specific but applied in general to the Complete Streets 

projects:  

 Would there be a need to acquire ROW for some of these projects? 

o Yes. ROW would be required for the roundabout at the Kawaihae Road-Lindsey Road 

intersection and for the expansion of the Waimea Stream Trail. 

 There is an old water tank covered with vines where the new post office is proposed that is a 

safety hazard. Who is responsible for maintaining? 

 I like the proposals, but you need to do other things first: (1) alternate route around Waimea, (2) 

a flood almost took out the bridge on Lindsey Road and there is no alternate route, (3) check on 

the Parker Ranch bypass. 

 Waiaka Bridge needs to be fixed. 

 When the whole system gets designed, you need to consider the other related needs of the 

community. For example, children in this community are walkers and many do not own bikes.  

One attendee expressed concern about the potential expansion of the Waimea Stream Trail. Her concerns 

included safety, flood risk, fire hazard, grade and ADA requirements, and property values. This attendee 

mentioned that a petition was circulated and gathered approximately 1,000 signatures to stop the trail 

from expanding beyond its current location, and an alternate route was proposed.  

Attendee Dr. Billy Bergin summarized his reactions by applauding how inclusive this process has been and 

he supports all of the recommendations presented for Complete Streets treatments. 
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Part Two: Presentation and Discussion of Bypass Options 
The second presentation focused on the bypass options. Limitations and barriers were identified in the 

breakout groups at PEL Meeting #4, held on March 27, 2019. Key considerations followed in developing 

the conceptual alternatives were: 

 Concentrate on bypassing areas flagged as 

high need first, such as an alternate route for 

Kawaihae Road between Opelo Road and 

Lindsey Road 

 Minimize the need to acquire land that is 

protected or designated for other purposes 

such as 

o Hawaiian Home Lands 

o Section 4(f) properties 

o Known archaeological or cultural 

sites 

o Existing subdivisions 

 Find as short a route as possible to keep costs low 

 Connect with existing roads and identify phasing opportunities for future extensions 

 Identify major design elements, such as grade, stream crossings, and intersections 

Three bypass options were presented and explained: two west of Mamalahoa Highway and one east of 

Mamalahoa Highway.  
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1) Blue Alignment (West Alignment 1) 

a) Description 
West Alignment 1 connects with Mamalahoa Highway just north of the existing self-storage facility within 

the 1970 State ROW alignment. The alignment traverses west just south of the existing 1970 State ROW 

to allow for a 1000-foot buffer from the Lalamilo Farm Lots, and then rejoins the existing 1970 State ROW. 

The alignment turns to the north to connect with Kawaihae Road on the west side of the Ouli subdivision. 

West Alignment 1 would require some modifications to Wailua Road which provides access to the Ouli 

subdivision.  

This option for a bypass would be approximately 7.3 miles long and would bypass approximately 8.0 miles 

of existing road. The cost is estimated to be around $86 million.  

 

b) Discussion 
The following comments and questions were expressed with regard to West Alignment 1: 

 Should put the bypass on the boundary of Lalamilo Farm Lots to add a benefit to the subdivision 

 Are any Hawaiian Home Lands involved? 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments and questions were provided by the presenter, Austen Drake 

of SSFM: 
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 The 1,000-foot buffer was provided based on past comments from those concerned that 

automobile pollution might impact the Lalamilo Farm Lots.  A 1,000 buffer was previously 

suggested as an appropriate offset. 

 The alignment does not go through Hawaiian Home Lands. 

2) Yellow Alignment (West Alignment 2) 

a) Description 
West Alignment 2 connects with Mamalahoa Highway at the 

same location as West Alignment 1 and follows the same 

alignment as West Alignment 1 until west of Lalamilo Farm Lots 

where it turns to the north. The alignment traverses to the north, 

maintaining a 1000-foot buffer from the Lalamilo Farm Lots, until 

it connects with the southern terminus of the County Transfer 

Station Road. This alignment would require crossing the western 

edge of the transfer station property to avoid the DHHL Lalamilo 

development.  

The Yellow Alignment (West Alignment 2) would be 

approximately 3.4 miles long and would bypass approximately 

3.4 miles of existing road. The cost is estimated to be around $44 

million. 
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b) Discussion 
The following comments/questions were expressed with regard to West Alignment 2: 

 Concerned with the use of the transfer station road because visibility and line of sight is very 

poor.  

 The Hawaii Preparatory Academy campus is across from the transfer station and may be 

considering expansion. 

 Could there be an option for adding a roundabout at the transfer station intersection with 

Kawaihae Road? 

 Why not connect at Mahua? 

 What is the purpose of Ouli Park? Is it possible for the County to transfer the land to the state? 

 Are there any Hawaiian Home Lands needed? 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments and questions were provided by the presenter, Austen Drake 

of SSFM: 

 Cannot connect at Mahua because the County has land reserved for a park, which would be a 

Section 4(f) issue.  

 The alignment does not go through Hawaiian Home Lands. 

3) Pink Alignment (East Alignment) 

a) Description 
The East Alignment connects with Mamalahoa Highway across from where the two western alignments 

connect. This alignment traverses north of the airport avoiding restricted areas and attempts to route the 

alignment across the flood zone at a narrow location. The alignment remains west of the historic Pukalani 

Stables, as well as the flood channel and Waimea Nui development. It connects to Ala Ohia which may be 

extended to connect with Mamalahoa Hwy near Church Road.  

This bypass option would be approximately 1.7 miles long and bypasses approximately 2.0 miles of 

existing road. The East Alignment would require lands from Parker Ranch. The cost is estimated to be 

around $23 million. 

b) Discussion 
The following comments/questions were expressed with regard to the East Alignment: 

 Why is connecting at Kamamalu not being considered? 

 There could be impacts with the East Alignment because it parallels the runway and there may 

be restrictions. 

c) Responses by Presenter 
The following responses to the comments and questions were provided by the presenter, Austen Drake 

of SSFM: 

 The alignment would not connect with Kamamalu because it would impact Hawaiian Home 

Lands 
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4) General Comments Received During Bypass Discussion 
The following discussion was not specific but applied in general to the bypass options:  

 Commenter felt that the proposed bypass options impact Hawaiian Home Lands. 

RESPONSE: All of the bypass options under consideration specifically avoid impacts to Hawaiian 

Home Lands. 

 Need to call out the Sandalwood neighborhood on the maps. 

RESPONSE: It was agreed that the Sandalwood neighborhood will be labeled on future maps. 

 How much money is available/realistic? 

RESPONSE: Ken Tatsuguchi of HDOT explained that currently, there is no source of funding 

identified. However, the newly implemented car rental fees can be used to float bonds. It is 

unknown how much money can be raised with these bonds, but the state wants to have projects 

“shovel ready” within two years. 
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 Need to conduct a cost-benefit analysis for all bypass options. 

RESPONSE: Cost-benefit analysis could be useful in narrowing alternatives. 

 If you do a bypass, does that take away from the Complete Streets projects to address the needs 

in the town center? 

RESPONSE: If a bypass is constructed, it may impact the ability to complete projects in the town 

center at the same time due to funding constraints 

 What about the extension of the road behind Pukalani Stables? 

RESPONSE: The extension of the road behind Pukalani Stables was an option presented in the 

Parker Ranch Waimea Town Center Draft EA. 

Attendee Dr. Billy Bergin expressed his appreciation for the open process being used. His preference is for 

the yellow alignment (West Alignment 2) because it can probably be completed within the funds 

reasonably available.  
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Part Three: Written Comments Received 
A Comment form was handed to all attendees when they entered the meeting. The Comment form stated, 

“Please provide input on community needs and alternatives to address those needs and/or any 

environmental, economic, or community issues.” Two Comment forms were handed in at the end of the 

meeting.  

In addition, attendees were provided a Feedback form to provide input to the consultant team regarding 

the meeting. Four Feedback forms were handed in at the end of the meeting. Three of the Feedback forms 

included comments related to the study. Table 1 shows the written comments that were provided at the 

end of the meeting. 

Table 1. Comments Received at PEL #5 

# Comment 

Comment 
Form 1 

Needs: Improve traffic within 
 
Alternatives:  

 Roundabout at the intersection of Lindsey and Kawaihae Roads 

 Exploit opportunities to enhance traffic flow on Kawaihae Road 
1. By widening to three lanes 
2. Adding left turn pockets 
3. Right turn pocket lanes 

1, 2, and 3 needs to occur between the Catholic Church corner to Hospice 

Comment 
Form 2 

 Really appreciate your identification of adapting and designing a complete streets 
package for the center of Waimea Town. These proposed ideas/projects would 
improve traffic flow and overall safety within the community.  

 A bypass route around Waimea will be necessary as the community continues to grow. 
Unfortunately, funding for these larger projects will be more difficult to obtain.  

Feedback 
Form 1 

I live on Hiiaka Street same as the Kanu School. Each morning and after school hours, 
vehicles just speed on their way to school. Many trucks, vehicles use our street. We need 
bumps! To slow these vehicles. Vehicles rush from Kamamalu to Hiiaka then on Hale Alii 
and on Kamanawa, The perimeter of Kuhio Village. 

Feedback 
Form 2 

Thank you for holding these community meetings! 

Feedback 
Form 3 

Greatest enhancement of traffic flow can occur on Kawaihae Road starting with a 
roundabout, coursing west with an additional lane and providing stacking lanes, left turn 
pockets, and right turn exits, improvements ending at hospice. Improvement of Waiaka 
Bridge is an essential component.  
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Next Steps 
The next Community meeting will be held on June 26, 2019 and will continue the discussion on 

alternatives. Specifically, PEL Meeting #6 will prioritize and narrow the alternatives.  
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List of Attendees at PEL 4 
Table 2 provides a list of the attendees at the fifth PEL meeting held on May 29, 2019 at Waimea School 

Cafeteria. There were 25 people in attendance at the meeting. For 11 of the attendees, this was the first 

meeting they have attended. 

Table 2. Attendees at PEL #5 

ATTENDEE AFFILIATION 

Cindy Kanoa Hawaiian Homes 

James Hustace South Kohala Traffic Safety Committee 

Caroline Landry Resident 

Frankie Pang Resident 

Fran Tabor Resident 

Billy Bergin Lalamilo Farm Lots 

Bill Simonsma Resident 

Lorraine Inouye Hawaii State Senate 

Carol Ignacio Blue Zones Project 

L. Meilan Shaye Resident 

David Greenwell Resident 

Dacid Kirk Resident 

Barbara Feliciano Resident 

Jonathan Mitchell Parker Ranch, Inc. 

Betty Lan Waimea Hawaiian Homesteader’s Association 

Barbara Schaefer Resident 

Pete Hendricks Waimea Preservation Association 

J. William Sanborn Waimea Preservation Association 

Jojo Tanimoto Kawaihae 

David B. Gomes Waimea Community Association 

Dallas Gomes Waimea Community Association 

Rhonda Anduha Resident 

M. Kapumiai Resident 

David Yamamoto County of Hawaii Department of Public Works 

Kanani Kapuniai Resident 
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